
Updating an Episode’s Description on Wordpress

Why update episode titles and descriptions?

Titling the episodes is useful for several reasons.
● For one, it’s easier when going back through your archives to find a specific show you

might be looking for.
● Titling episodes also makes the website experience more engaging for visitors. As

opposed to having a bunch of episodes where the title is simply the name of the show
followed by the date, people can actually get an idea of what is covered on each
episode.

*Note that even though you might change the title to NOT include the date, dates do show up in
the archives page.

An episode description goes a step further, giving a listener a more detailed description of what
the episode is about. Both titles and episode descriptions appear in your program’s archives
page visible to website visitors.

Below is an example of a show’s archive page with episode titles and descriptions versus
another without.







Step 1: Logging in to Wordpress
● Go to kpfa.org/admin
● Log in using your @kpfa email address

You should see this screen called the Dashboard



Step 2: Getting to your Episodes
● On the left hand pane, click on “Episodes”

You should see this screen. By default, episodes shown are the “Published” episodes, meaning
episodes that have already aired.

● Under “Episodes” click on “All.”



This will show you all your episodes, those that are scheduled for future airing and those that
have aired already.



● Click on the episode you are looking to edit

You should see this screen (In this example, we are editing a Talk-It-Out Radio episode dated
July 21, 2023). As you can see the episode has a default title and a default description. Let’s
change that.



Step 3: Editing your Episode
● Change the title of your episode to something catchy and descriptive. You will notice that

by default, there is a generic title for every episode. Delete that, and enter the updated
title for the episode

OLD, DEFAULT TITLE

NEW, CUSTOM TITLE

● Enter an episode description in the bigger text box. You will notice that by default, if
provided, there is a generic episode description for every episode. Delete that, and enter
the updated description for the episode

In this example, you will see that I entered a rather short description. Feel free to make your
description as elaborate as you want. You can also insert links and pictures if you’d like.



Step 4: Setting Your Episode’s Featured Image

Along with an episode title and description, you might want to add an episode’s featured image
to further engage a website visitor. The featured image will appear alongside your episode title
and description in your show’s archives page.

Before we move forward with how to set your episode’s featured image, this is a good time to
remind folks that we cannot use any copyrighted images without authorization from the
copyright holder.

Copyright grants exclusive rights to the creators of original works, including images, allowing
them to control how their creations are reproduced, distributed, and displayed. Unauthorized
use of copyrighted images may lead to legal consequences, such as lawsuits and financial
penalties.



The concept of "fair use" allows for the use of copyrighted material under certain circumstances,
such as for educational or news reporting purposes. However, the boundaries of fair use are
often ambiguous and depend on various factors. It's best to err on the side of caution and obtain
explicit permission from the copyright holder when in doubt.

Fortunately, there are numerous resources available that provide a vast number of images
available to use without infringing copyright.

Public Domain Images: Public domain images are not protected by copyright and can be used
without any restrictions. These images can be found on websites like:

Pixabay: A platform that offers a wide range of high-quality images, videos, and music in the
public domain.

Public Domain Pictures: A collection of public domain images that you can use for personal or
commercial purposes.

Wikimedia Commons: A vast media repository with millions of images, sound files, and videos in
the public domain.

Creative Commons (CC0) Licensed Images: These images are also free to use, and they
come with the Creative Commons Zero (CC0) license, which means there are no restrictions on
how you can use them. You can find them on:

Pexels: A website that curates high-quality CC0-licensed images for various uses.

StockSnap.io: A collection of CC0 images with a user-friendly search feature.

ISO Republic: A website offering CC0 images, as well as free stock videos.

Unsplash.com: Unsplash is a popular website that provides stunning, high-resolution images, all
of which are under the Unsplash license. The Unsplash license allows you to use the images for
free, both for personal and commercial projects, without attribution. You can modify, copy, and
distribute the images as needed. It's an incredible resource for finding beautiful visuals for any
purpose.



To Set Your Episode’s Featured Image:
● Scroll down until you see the “Featured image” box on the right side pane and click on

“Set featured image.”

You should see this screen



● Having already downloaded your copyright free image, click on “Upload files” on the top
left hand corner.

You should see this window



● Locate your image on your computer and either drag and drop it in this window or click
on “Select Files” to browse through your computer. Find the image and click “Open.”

● Once your image has been uploaded, you will see it in the media gallery. Select it
(PICTURE A) and on the bottom right hand side of the screen, click on “Set featured
image.” (PICTURE B)
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STEP 5: Press Update

● After you’ve entered your episode title, description, and featured image, save your
changes and finalize the process by clicking on the blue “Update” button on the right
hand side pane in the “Publish” window.

That’s it! You've successfully updated your episode description!


